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CEO Corner

Jeannie Shiley, President and CEO
We have all heard the saying “beauty is in
the eye of the beholder.” I believe beauty
is something that we see with our eyes and
something that we feel in our hearts. At
SVWC, we are so blessed to be surrounded
by beauty each and every day.
Let’s talk first about the beauty that we see
with our eyes. SVWC has a beautiful campus
that includes walking trails, wildflower
gardens, rose gardens and courtyards.
Every day we can see butterflies, a variety
of birds and other creatures that call
SVWC home. Fall is now upon us, and we
can see the splendid colors of the season.
There is nothing more beautiful than the
Shenandoah Valley in the fall.
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Let’s talk next about the beauty we can’t see
but instead feel. The beauty of anniversaries
and birthdays celebrated with those we
love. The beauty of a nurturing soul that
provides care and compassion to those who
need assistance. We see this beauty each
and every day with our Health Services
team as they care for our residents in all
levels of care. We feel the beauty of music
therapy, a worship service and neighbors

Jeannie Shiley,
President
& CEO

helping and supporting one another during
difficult times. There is tremendous beauty
in small random acts of kindness. All this
beauty blends together to create something
unique and special and that is what we have
at SVWC. A beautiful campus full of beautiful
people and experiences.
As difficult as COVID has been, the one
positive from the pandemic is that it made
us slow down. Life pretty much came to a
standstill with no extracurricular activities to
consume our days. Reading a book or taking
a walk outside suddenly became precious
once again. I know many connected with old
friends and family via email, Facetime, or
a card sent thru the mail. At SVWC, we stay
connected thru music, hallway and driveway
happy hours and many other creative
activities too numerous to mention.
Despite the challenges of each day, we need
to search for the beauty in each moment. We
need to pursue new passions or focus more
on those things that bring us pleasure. Meet
new people, explore new places, volunteer
your time and talents, develop a new talent
and connect with the community around
you.
The mission of SVWC is to enable our
residents to use their gifts fully, live their
lives richly and enjoy with dignity the years
God has given them. So, I encourage each
of you to seek for the beauty that surrounds
you and spread that beauty to others. 5
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Beauty of Remembrance.
Jimmie Harp ringing the bell for Memorial Day.

Foundation Update

Niki Wilson, Foundation and Marketing Director
Fall is a time for football (go Ohio State!), family, leaves
changing colors and all things pumpkin. Fall also gives
us time to reflect on what we are grateful for and to
express this gratitude to others. We are grateful to
have individuals that have continued to support our
funds and programs. We are grateful to our employees
and residents who have come up with creative ways
and maintained positive attitudes while sharing
their support. We are grateful for the leadership of
our boards who guide us and are champions for our
organization.
Fall is a time for many exciting events for the
Foundation. The first ever Shark Tank Innovation
Grants awarded on September 29 provided exciting

Shark Tank
Innovation Grants
The SVWC Foundation launched its first ever Shark
Tank Innovation Grants. The program encouraged
residents and staff to enter a grant application for up
to $5,000. Focus areas for the grant included employee
engagement, end of life, cultural arts, memory care and
resident experience. The Foundation received eleven
applications. The four applications were presented to a
panel of judges consisting of Corporate and Foundation
board members and future residents. Check out our
Facebook page or the winter issue of the Community
Connection to find out which grants won! 5

and original ideas to make our campus even better.
The second Annual Pre-Turkey Walkathon launched
in October. Our Employee Campaign kicked off with
a Friendly Pumpkin Pie in Leader’s Face Contest.
The Fellowship Fund Committee for Special Events’
cookbook has arrived and is selling fast.
We share our updates and events with you as part of
our SVWC family. We are appreciative of the strength,
encouragement and recognition the SVWC family has
provided each other throughout these trying times.
We could not do what we do without you! 5

We wish you and your family a
wonderful safe holiday season!

SVWC
Walkathon:
Trot, Walk
or Scoot
With 2.5 miles of walking
trails on campus,
hosting a walkathon at
SVWC made sense to the
Foundation and Mother
Nature’s Team. That is
why they are hosting the 2nd Annual Pre Turkey-Trot,
Walk and Scoot Walkathon to benefit funds of the SVWC
Foundation. Staff, residents and dogs will participate
in this event taking place from October 15–November
19. Yes, dogs are included this year. We couldn’t leave
out the over 30 furry walk loving friends we have on
campus. Prizes will be given for the most raised, most
donors and most miles! And a special prize will be
given if someone gets a picture of a real turkey while
out on the trails. The picture will be featured in the
Winter 2022 Community Connection magazine. 5
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Say CHEESE!
by Kitty Zuckerman

We have “picture day” on our campus too! With the
multiple title changes and staff additions, we needed to
take updated photos of the Administration.
Thanks to our leadership, we continue to maintain our
status as a highly rated Life Plan community.

New SVWC

Corporate
Board Chair
At the 2021 Annual Meeting of the
Board of Trustees, held on May
17, The Reverend Dan McCoig was
elected to serve as Chair of the
Board of Trustees.
The Reverend McCoig joined the
Board of Trustees in July 2015.
Since that time, he has served
as Chair of the Resident Services
Committee and Chair of the Class II
Nominating Committee.
He is a graduate of the College of
William and Mary [B.A., History],
Union Theological Seminary in
Virginia (M.Div.), and Pittsburgh
Theological Seminary (D.Min.)

Pictured from left to right on the front row are: Jim White/Director
of Environmental Services, Niki Wilson/Foundation and Marketing
Director, Michelle Thomas/Health Services Director, Chanda Palmer/
Chief Operating Officer, Danny Festa/Dining Services Director
Back row: Susie Nail/Administrator, Cindy Hunter/Human Resources
Director, Duane Wernecke/Chief Financial Officer, Jeannie Shiley/
President-Chief Executive Officer, Donielle Palmer/Director of Resident
Services, John Ferrulli/Information Technology & Security Director

The Reverend McCoig is the pastor
of First Presbyterian Church where
he has served since 1995.
The Reverend McCoig is very
involved in the community. He
is one of the founders of the
Winchester Area Temporary
Thermal Shelter (WATTS). 5
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Q&A with Kathy Ganske
Foundation Board Member

Getting to know you:
“I was born in Detroit Michigan and grew up there
and in Indianapolis, where I attended public schools
from age 10 to 18. I went to nursing school at
Indiana University and started my RN career in Detroit
in CCU. My nursing career included several critical care
positions (anything related to cardiac was my passion),
Asthma and Allergy, and Nursing Education. I returned
to school and earned masters and doctoral degrees
and taught at Shenandoah University for 22 years. I was
also appointed dean during that time and retired in
2016.
My husband Don and I met in Ft. Myers, Florida where
we were working and we married in 1977. In 1978 we
moved to Winchester (his work brought him here and I
followed) where we bought our first home and started
our family. We had three boys who are now wonderful
men of 42, 40, and 36. All are married but live in
different cities (Beaver Dam WI, Washington DC, Los
Angeles, CA). Each of them married a young woman
from abroad (Bolivia, Slovakia, and Bangladesh).
Our family is diverse and full of energy with five
grandchildren (four girls and a boy). We keep up with
each other via FaceTime, phone calls, numerous daily
texts, and visits at each other’s home throughout the
year. (The pandemic has certainly limited those face-toface visits!) We all love to travel and someone is always
on the move for a weekend or longer trip.
Since Don and I retired, we have made our summer
home at Lac La Belle, Michigan at our “camp” where we
host many family and friends. I have relatives on the
lake and have been coming here in the summer since I
was born. Don and I are members of First Presbyterian

Church where we have been active in many roles and
experienced friendships that are like family. My hobbies
include cooking (I love, love, love it), painting (although
I have not done much of it), reading, boating/canoeing/
kayaking, and traveling. I guess I should also include
shopping, too.”

Q: What is meaningful to you about SVWC’s mission?
A: “The mission states in simple terms what we are

about; supporting older adults and the people who care
for them via the programs and care provided. I like that
it is not exclusive, but instead can guide how we relate
to the local community. The planned intergenerational
center is a perfect example. The mission also becomes
more meaningful as we age. In younger years when we
are busy with families and careers, we don’t think as
much about it… it is off in the distance or not thought
of at all. Thankfully, the mission includes not only older
adults but the people who care for them.”

Q: A helpful tip about staying active/healthy during
flu season/Covid:
A: “ We can take much of what we’ve learned to do

during the pandemic and apply it routinely to prevent
flu/colds and stay healthy. Wash hands, sneeze or cough
into elbows, wipe down doorknobs and cell phones/
landlines. Personally, I walk about three miles or more
every day if I can, eat lots of fruits and vegetables, and
monitor and maintain a good weight (darn, it’s too
bad I have to do that!). It is also important, I believe,
to stay connected with people like family and friends
(“Connected for Life’’) to maintain relationships, catch
up on news, etc. That’s good for mental health.” 5
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Positive Approach to Care (PAC), developed by leading dementia expert Teepa Snow, provides education,
support, and training to improve the world of dementia care, one mind at a time, through a relationship
first approach. Care-partners learn to use their talents and abilities to develop awareness, knowledge, and
skill with all people that will transform what exists into a more positive dementia care culture.

2021 Culture Change Champion

Award Winners (May – September)
May: Michael Williams

Michael is an advocate; he is
passionate and driven to make
the long-term care experience
of older adults the best that it
can be. He has the concerns,
needs and wants of our
Residents at the forefront of any decisions that he has
to make. Culture Change is not another hype term, it is
a way of life and he demands this way of life for those
that he serves!
June: Jill Huhn
Jill brings fun, creativity,
engagement and
individualization to her activity
programming for Blue Ridge
Hall. She isn’t afraid to remind
co-workers that our job here is
to understand the needs and
preferences of each resident, to adapt our approach to
meet these individual needs and to use values such as
dignity, respect, purposeful living, self-determination
and positivity in our approach.
July: Brooke Onstead
Recently, Brooke was
observed utilizing her Positive
Approach to Care skills when
she recognized a resident
living with dementia who
needed additional support
to find their way to the Clinic.
Brooke implemented the Positive Physical Approach
technique; moving into a supportive stance to walk arm
around waist and hand under hand with the resident
while initiating conversation and many moments
of personal connection along the way. The resident
walked steadily, smiling, conversing and clearly feeling
very supported and successful in arriving to their
appointment.
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2021 Winners:
Jan. Nardia South
Feb. Debbie Ambrose
Mar. Kathy Landrum
Apr. Jacyln Henry
May Michael Williams
Jun. Jill Huhn
Jul. Brooke Onstead
Aug. Michael Rice
Sep. Susie Smith

August: Michael Rice
Michael has been working in
memory care neighborhoods
across Virginia for over 11
years. He is currently a MedTech here at SVWC, working
generally in Blue Ridge Hall.
You may often see him singing or dancing with the
residents just to make them laugh or giggle. Michael
focuses on redirection as he isn’t afraid to be silly!
September: Susie Smith
Susie has been seen using
Positive Approach to Care
methods to those living with
dementia. She approaches
residents by getting into visual
range before greeting with
names. Susie also takes the
time to create positive personal connections when she
enters Blue Ridge Hall and can often be seen having
conversations or interacting with residents during her
time there. She works closely with families and other
staff to ensure that the needs of her residents are
always being met, especially those living with dementia
who are not always able make their needs known. 5

Lawrence Gallery Borrows the Best
by Kitty Zuckerman

The Art Committee has done an outstanding job at keeping
the exhibits constant and exciting despite the Lawrence
Gallery being closed to outside guests since the spring of
2020. The most recent show, “Shared Treasures”, displayed
works from residents’ collections. Many are from countries
where residents have lived or visited. The pieces are
primarily from 20th and 21st-century artists, including
local, well-known, and lesser-known artists. It has been so
well received that there is a plan to do a Part Two after the
first of the year. 5
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New Leader Insights
In the past few months, SVWC has changed its leadership structure. We have added Susie Nail as
Administrator to focus on our increasing complexities of our Health Care area and promoted Chanda
Palmer to Chief Operating Officer to support the ever-growing operations at SVWC. Niki Wilson was also
promoted to expand her role into marketing as the new Foundation and Marketing Director. Each of these
leaders shared some insights into their new roles and how they de-stress while managing their priorities.

Q: How do you de-stress?
A: Walking in the woods, music,

reading and furry four-legged
therapists!

Q: What are you most excited
about in your new position?
A: What I am most excited about

Q: Share one initiative that you
are working on.
A: I am still acclimating myself

to the position of Administrator
and some initiatives that I will work
toward in the near future are staff
critical thinking, conflict resolution
and taking ownership in day-to-day
interactions and duties.

listening to music.

Niki Wilson, Foundation
and Marketing Director

Q: What are you most excited
about in your new position?
A: I am excited at the expansion

in my role to build relationships.
Building relationships is important
in both the work I do for the
Foundation and Marketing. In the
Foundation, it is about helping
donors find their purpose and with
Marketing, it is about connecting
individuals with our mission and
sharing how wonderful SVWC, the
employees and residents are.

Q: What is your favorite quote or
an inspiring quote?
Q: Share one initiative that you
A: My favorite quote is: “A true are working on.
leader has the confidence to stand
A: One initiative I am working
alone, the courage to make tough
decisions, and the compassion to
listen to the needs of others. He
does not set out to be a leader, but
becomes one by the equality of
his actions and the integrity of his
intent.” –Douglas MacArthur
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get, but we make a life by what we
give.” –Winston Churchill

Q: How do you de-stress?
A: Baking, hiking, reading, and

Susie Nail, Administrator

is being a leader within the best
CCRC in Virginia! To be able to
elevate clinical quality measures,
and excel in building an intelligent
team who only want what is best
for our residents and each other!

Q: What is your favorite quote or
an inspiring quote?
A: “We make a living by what we

on is internal communication and
employee engagement. Marketing
is not just about how we market
ourselves to the outside world
but also how we market ourselves
internally. Engaged employees are
informed employees.

Chanda Palmer, Chief
Operating Officer

Q: What are you most excited
about in your new position?
A: In my role as COO, I am

excited to learn more about each
department and how it impacts
our residents. From day one, I have
wanted to make a difference in the
resident experience here at SVWC.
In this new role, I hope to positively
impact the resident experience
beyond my previous position of
marketing director. I also believe
we have an exciting future with
possible expansions, potential new
service opportunities, and new
technology. The sky is the limit for
what SVWC can achieve.

Chanda Palmer, Chief Operating
Officer, cont’d.

Q: Share one initiative that you
are working on.
A: I am still trying to understand

the complexities of SVWC’s
operations; however, one initiative
that is imperative right now is
staff appreciation. I am working
with Niki Wilson to create a series
of events to keep staff motivated
and let them know how much we
appreciate them. For example, we
are planning several food trucks
throughout the next few months.
We also worked with John Ferrulli
to obtain technology prizes to raffle.
We are also working on several
other gifts that we hope staff will
appreciate. They are working hard
day after day, night after night and
with the resurgence of COVID now is
the time for a boost for staff.

Summertime
Soiree
by Kitty Zuckerman
On Thursday, July 22, future
residents gathered at Historic
Long Branch in Millwood. It was a
picture-perfect day for the event
where future residents mingled
with SVWC Board members, and
marketing representatives. The
Dining Services staff prepared
a delicious spread. President/
CEO Jeannie Shiley shared some
information with the group, and the
Long Branch staff provided tours
of the classic home, surrounded by
acres of awe-inspiring vistas. 5

Q: What is your favorite quote or
an inspiring quote?
A: My dad had this proverb

framed and hanging on the wall of
our house growing up. He, more
than most, had every reason to
complain but he never did. He
always had a positive attitude and
was thankful for what he had, not
what he didn’t.

“I complained that I had no shoes
until I met a man who had no feet.”
–Arabic Proverb

Q: How do you de-stress?
A: As you age, you start to realize

how important family, friends, and
your health really are and how
short life can be. My favorite things
to do are camp and kayak. Being in
nature simplifies life and provides
a centering or focus on what truly
matters. If I could, I would be
outside 24/7. Exercising is also a
way I de-stress and try to take care
of my overall health. 5
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Making Us Look Great!
by Kitty Zuckerman

In May, a professional photography crew came on
campus to take photos to utilize in print ads and shoot
video testimonials for our website. We chose a couple of

Thanks to everyone who contributed recipes and
purchased copies of the Fellowship Fund Committee
for Special Events, Let’s Get Together cookbook.

$15 per bo

ok

Purchase th
rough the
Foundatio
n Office
at 540-542
-0657

The cookbook has SOLD OUT. All proceeds from
this successful fundraiser will benefit the
Fellowship Fund. We hope everyone enjoys
the book and Happy Cooking!
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Summer
Fun at
SVWC

area attractions to photograph as well, so that prospects
get a good feel for all the fabulous places there are to visit
in our region! The excellent work is now on our website
at www.svwc.org. We are so grateful to the residents

and future residents who served as models for us as well as
being interviewed on video. Please take a few moments to
check it out on our website.

Summer
Fun at
SVWC
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Villa Sales are on
the Upswing!
by Kitty Zuckerman
A year and a half since our
Villa project began, began, 32
Villa depositers are thrilled to
have their name assigned to
a brand-new Villa apartment.
The uptick in depositors this
summer brings us closer to our
goal for breaking ground.
We also welcomed John Hall as
a contracted sales consultant
for the Villas project. John is
no stranger to CCRC’s, having
worked for a couple of different
retirement communities,
including Westminster of the
Blue Ridge in Charlottesville,
VA. We are very pleased to
have John working with
our team.

STAY
ROOTED

Choose a Lifestyle
that is Uniquely You

Our beautifully designed 87-acre campus includes a 14-acre nature preserve dotted
with wildflowers, gardens, and trails that speak to our outdoor enthusiasts. Or you can
relax in the gazebo or another shady spot by the water’s edge to sip your coffee and
read a book. Do as much - or as little - as you want on your time and on your terms. As
a Life Plan Community, we offer residents security and peace of mind. And with priority
deposits being accepted for our soon-to-be-built Villa apartment homes, the future of
maintenance-free living has never looked so good.

Call (540) 665-5914 to schedule a tour
or visit SVWC.ORG/TOURS

300 WESTMINSTER-CANTERBURY DRIVE • WINCHESTER, VIRGINIA 22603
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SVWC’s Helen Abrahamsen Employee Scholarship Program
Scholarship Recipient
Profile: Andrea Lloyd
Andrea Lloyd is keeping herself
busy. She works full-time at
SVWC as a physical therapy
assistant and is nearly a fulltime student at George Mason
University. Andrea began her career as an orthopedic
physical therapy assistant before she came to SVWC.
Andrea’s experience at the orthopedic clinic involved
her treating outpatients for issues such as knee or
hip replacements. When she came to work at SVWC,
she found the practice of treating patients to be very
different. Andrea’s work with residents that have
comorbidities and other health conditions impact
how therapy is provided. She is not just treating a
hip or knee replacement. Instead, she focuses on
all aspects of the patient’s health when providing
treatment. This was an eye-opening experience for
Andrea which she found she truly enjoyed. “Then I
just kind of fell in love with medicine,” she stated.
“Working at SVWC with these residents made me
want to go back to college to continue learning.”
This along with a great relationship with her primary
care physician guided her decision to pursue further
education in the medical field.
Andrea is currently working towards her
undergraduate degree from George Mason University
in Community Health with a concentration in Clinical
Sciences. Andrea plans to advance her education
after receiving this degree by going to school to either
become a physician or physician’s assistant. Some
of the classes in her current degree program include
Health Promotion and Education, Health and Disease,
Health and Environment. These classes have led her
to have great discussions with residents about global
health conditions and their experiences living in
different places. Andrea appreciates the support she
receives from the residents who frequently ask her
how her classes are going or if she got her paper done.
She said that she “would be financially stressed
without the support of the Helen Abrahamsen
Scholarship Program.” 5

Congratulations to our
2021 2nd Quarter
Scholarship Recipients
Trevor Sharp, West
Virginia University
Morgan Burner,
Shepherd University
Alyssa Aycock, Shepherd
University
Madison Myers, University of Lynchburg
Cassie Myers, Shenandoah University
Katherine Sunderlin, James Madison University 5

COLLEGE FACTS
Average Costs:
Full-time In-State Tuition
Four Year University $10,650
Two Year School $3,770
Importance of offering
employee scholarships
Increase employee morale
Support non-traditional students
(example working full-time and
going to school part-time)
Improve workforce
90% of new jobs in growing industries
with high wages will require some form
of postsecondary education.
“Education is the most powerful weapon
we can use to change the world.”

–Nelson Mandela

Sources: https://ies.ed.gov/ncee/edlabs/infographics/pdf/
REL_MW_Career_and_College_Readiness_and_Success.pdf
https://www.nationalbusinessfurniture.com/blog/
benefits-of-offering-employee-scholarships
https://research.collegeboard.org/pdf/trendscollege-pricing-student-aid-2020.pdf
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Meet the SVWC Culinary Team
By Erin Johnson

When it comes to diversity, our kitchen takes the
proverbial cake. Tunde Howard, above, our Executive
Chef, hails from Hungary, with her cuisine reflecting the
down-home flavor in such dishes as Chicken Paprikash,
and Beef Crepes. She comes from Ashby Ponds, a
senior living facility in Ashburn, VA, where she served as
Executive Chef.
Our Sous Chef, DJ Hahn, (far right) comes from a varied
background, previously being a cable guy, and working
in a wood shop. He started here over 7 years ago in the
dish room, and has worked his way up, like most cooks
do, due to his love of cooking, and experimenting in
the kitchen. He specializes in curries, sushi, and classic
Italian cuisine.
Justin Ganoe (not pictured) has been with Westminster
Canterbury for 14 years. He has filled many roles during
those years, including cook, dishwasher, inventory
management, maintenance, and finally Breakfast Cook
in Satellite, where he serves breakfast and lunch on the
weekends, in between his classes to become a flight
mechanic.
Curtis Renzy (second from last) has worked here for
over 5 years, starting out in the dish room. His work
ethic and his consistency has proven steadfast. Chances
14

are if you’ve eaten the ribs at Westminster, Curtis has
made them.
Chris Bock (not pictured) joined us 2.5 years ago as a
dishwasher, and worked his way into the kitchen. His
consistency has grown exponentially throughout his
time here, and if you’ve eaten meatloaf at Westminster
in the last year or so, it’s his consistent work ethic that
has produced it.
Gabbie Groundwater (second from left) started
out as in intern while in high school several years
ago, her enthusiasm and attention to detail readily
apparent. She came on permanently in 2019, and has
since been as asset in the kitchen. Though young, her
leadership in the kitchen has been a boom to food
quality and output.
Nichole Cousins (not pictured) joined us in March of
this year, and proved herself immediately by making
the best Pineapple Upside Down Cake. She is an
amazing baker, and a wonderful addition to the team.
The culinary team is all here because they enjoy the
creation of food and the creativity that comes along
with it. 5

SVWC Dining Services switches up to a

delicious fall menu offering seasonal favorites
like this Fall Stuffed Acorn Squash recipe.
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SVWC Mission:

A publication of

Shenandoah Valley Westminster-Canterbury is a
not-for-profit, intimate, church-related continuing
care retirement community that is committed to
enabling residents to use their gifts fully, live their
lives richly, and enjoy with dignity the years that
God has given them.

SVWC Foundation Mission:
To provide support for older adults and the people
who care for them, and to fund programs and services
dedicated to improving well-being.

